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This Medispa Is Well-Loved By Celebrities For Its
Complete Suite Of Services, From Top To Toe
Combining the latest technologies alongside meticulous protocols to deliver effective and lasting results
BY HER WORLD TEAM / FEBRUARY 14, 2022

Headed by a team of experts, The Artisan Wellness offers a range of services, from medi-facials to body and even hair
and scalp treatments that utilise the latest technologies. A complete top to toe, full-service medispa, it combines the use
of the latest machinery and protocols to deliver effective and lasting results every single time.
A favourite with celebrities like Jamie Yeo, Felicia Chin and Lynn Poh, rest assured that you’ll be well taken care of here.
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Popular facial treatments include HydraFacial Elite Plus, a comfortable medi-facial that combines the benefits of nextlevel hydradermabrasion and a gentle chemical peel to clear out the gunk within the pores and dead skin cells while
delivering a hydrating and soothing cocktail of antioxidants, hyaluronic acid and peptides for an instantly clearer,
smoother and more glowy complexion.
Need a lift? The radio-frequency energy based TempSure is a non-invasive laser treatment that tightens, smooths and
tones loose and saggy skin. The RF energy promotes collagen production within, resulting a youthful complexion once
more.
If you’re looking to get a trim silhouette, Artisan Body Trinity is a bespoke program that combines three different
treatment protocols – SculpSure to target the fat cells, TempSure to tighten sagging skin and StimSure to stimulate
muscle contractions, to build, sculpt and tone the body while reducing fat at the same time.
There are even hair treatments like the Artisan Hair Regrowth Treatment that uses a non-invasive D.E.P
(DermoElectroPoration) method that uses controlled micro-currents to infuse a FDA-approved Hair Regrowth Serum to
promote healthy hair and scalp.
Award: Best All-in-One Medispa
Winner: The Artisan Wellness
For more information, visit The Artisan Wellness, #14-09 Paragon Medical Centre, Tel: 9818-788; 435 Orchard Road, Wisma
Atria #20-03A, Singapore 238877.
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